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Abstract
Biological signaling is a crucial natural process that governs the formation of all multicellular organisms. It relies on efficient and fast transfer of information between different cells
and tissues. It has been presumed for a long time that these long-distance communications
in most systems can take place only indirectly via the diffusion of signaling molecules, also
known as morphogens, through the extracellular fluid. However, recent experiments indicate
that there is also an alternative direct delivery mechanism. It utilizes dynamic tubular cellular
extensions, called cytonemes, that directly connect cells, supporting the flux of morphogens to
specific locations. We present a first quantitative analysis of the cytoneme-mediated mechanism of biological signaling. Dynamics of the formation of signaling molecule profiles, which
are also known as morphogen gradients, is discussed. It is found that the direct-delivery mechanism is more robust with respect to fluctuations in comparison with the passive diffusion
mechanism. In addition, we show that the direct transport of morphogens through cytonemes
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simultaneously delivers the information to all cells, which is also different from the diffusional
indirect delivery. However, it requires energy dissipation and it might be less efficient at large
distances due to intermolecular interactions of signaling molecules.
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The formation of multi-cellular organisms is one of the most fundamental and mysterious phenomena in nature. 1,2 In this process, a small number of genetically identical embryo cells via
cascades of biochemical and biophysical transitions are transformed into a fully developed organism with a complex structure of tissues and organs. It is now widely accepted that the central
role in the biological development, that leads to a complex spatio-temporal patterning in living
systems, is played by multiple signaling molecules or morphogens. 1–5 These biological signaling
molecules develop non-uniform concentration profiles, known as morphogen gradients. Embryo
cells interact with morphogens, and different genes are activated or suppressed depending on the
local concentration of signaling molecules. This leads to the morphological and functional differentiation of tissues and organs. 1,2,4 A large number of experimental and theoretical investigations
on the formation and functioning of morphogen gradients has appeared in recent years. 4–19,21,22
However, many aspects of biological signaling remain not well understood. 4,6
One of the most important problems of the biological development is to understand the mechanisms of the morphogen gradients formation. A dominating view in the field is that the profiles
of signaling molecules are created by several reaction-diffusion processes. 4–6 The simplest and
most popular idea is known as a synthesis-diffusion-degradation (SDD) mechanism. 5,6,9 It argues
that the formation of signaling molecules profiles starts with a local production at the specific regions of the embryo, then morphogens diffuse in the extracellular fluid along the embryo cells, and
finally some of them get captured by receptors on these cells and removed from the system via
degradation. The SDD mechanism predicts the exponentially decaying signaling profiles, which
qualitatively agrees with many experimental observations. 4,5,8–10
Despite common use of the SDD model and related approaches for many biological systems,
there is a growing number of experimental observations, suggesting that the indirect delivery of the
morphogens via diffusion might not be the only mechanism in the transportation of morphogenetic
signals. 6,22,23,34 It has been argued that the complex environment of the embryo systems might
prevent the passive free diffusion from establishing distinguishable morphogen gradients at different regions. 6,22 An alternative direct delivery mechanism of signaling molecules that employs
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cytonemes has been proposed. 6,21,24,29 Cytonemes are dynamic cellular extensions with the length
varying from 1 to 100 µ m and with the diameter of ∼ 100 nm. 22 They have been observed in
multiple biological systems but in many cases their functions are not clear. 22,23,25,26,28,30,33 These
tubular objects are supported by actin networks, they can extend and retract quite fast, and their tips
can attach to other cells. 22 The idea behind the direct delivery mechanism is that the morphogens
are moving along the cytonemes, probably along the actin filaments with the help from motor
proteins, starting from the source cell directly to the specific cell. 6,26 It is schematically shown in
Fig. 1. The advantage of using cytonemes to deliver the morphogenetic signaling molecules is that
they can easily adapt to a complex topography of embryo systems, providing a much more precise
transfer of information to underlying cells. 6
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Figure 1: Schematic picture for the direct delivery of morphogens. Squares labeled as n = 0, 1, ...N
correspond to embryo cells. The red square (n = 0) is a source cell, while green squares (n > 0)
are target cells. Signaling molecules, shown as small red circles, move along tube that starts in the
source cell and ends at the target cells n with the rate wn . Morphogens are produced with the rate
Q at the source cell. At the target cells they are degraded with the rate k.
While various theoretical models have been proposed to describe the formation of the morphogen gradients via free extracellular diffusion, 5,16–19 there is no detailed theoretical framework
for analyzing the direct delivery mechanism (although one should mention recent quantitative studies presented in Ref. 20 ). In this paper, we address this problem by developing a simple physicalchemical quantitative approach to explain the direct transportation of morphogenetic signals. Our
discrete-state stochastic model takes into account the most relevant chemical and physical processes in the system, and it predicts several important dynamic features that can be tested experimentally. Our calculations show that the morphogen gradients created by the direct delivery
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mechanism strongly depend on transportation rates along the cytonemes. We also find a surprising
result that the stationary density profiles at all embryo cells are established at the same time, in
contrast with the free extracellular diffusion route. This leads to an important conclusion that the
direct delivery via cytonemes is more robust mechanism for the formation of signaling molecules
profiles. But our analysis also suggests that the direct delivery route might be energetically less
efficient, and its efficiency might be also lowered by intermolecular interactions.
Our theoretical model is presented in Fig. 1. It is assumed that there are N + 1 embryo cells in
the system (squares in Fig. 1). One of them (red square, n = 0) is a source cell where morphogens
are produced with a rate Q. The source cell also generates N cytonemes that extend and attach to
each of the target cell (green squares in Fig. 1). The number of cytoneme contact between cells can
vary, but for simplicity we can assume that the source cell has only one connection to each target
cell - see Fig. 1. Morphogen molecules (small red circles in Fig. 1) are transported to the n-th
cell with a rate wn (n = 1, 2, ..., N). When the signaling molecules reach their target cells they are
degraded with a rate k. This is the simplest scheme that takes into account most relevant processes
in the systems such as the production of morphogens in the specific cells, the transportation along
the cytonemes to specific target cells and the removal of signaling molecules at the targets.
To compute the dynamic properties of the direct delivery mechanism, it is convenient to adapt a
single-molecule view here. We define then Pn(t) as a probability of finding a signaling molecule at
the cell n at time t. This can be viewed as proportional to a density or concentration of morphogens
at given cell. The temporal evolution of this quantity is governed by a set of master equations:
N
dP0 (t)
= Q − ∑ wn P0 (t)
dt
n=1

(1)

dPn (t)
= wn P0 (t) − kPn(t)
dt

(2)

for n = 0, and

for n > 0. The physical meaning of these equations is that morphogens are produced at the origin
cell and then they are transported to the target cells. There is a distribution of arrival times for
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the signaling molecules to reach each target cell. The average arrival time is equal to 1/wn . One
should note also here that generally the morphogens come to different cells at different times.
Assuming that initially there were no morphogens in the system, Pn (t = 0) = 0 for all n, these
master equations can be solved exactly at all times, yielding

P0 (t) =


Q
1 − e−η t ;
η






Qwn
Qwn
Qwn
−η t
Pn (t) =
e
e−kt +
,
−
η (η − k)
k(η − k)
ηk

(3)

(4)

where η = ∑N
n=1 wn is defined as a total transportation rate along all cytonemes. One can see that
the concentration of signaling molecules at each cell varies exponentially with time, and it is a
result of balancing two opposing processes: the direct delivery with the rate η and the removal


−kt . At large times
n
1
−
e
with the rate k. For the special case of k = η we obtain Pn (t) = Qw
2
k

(t → ∞), the density profiles reach stationary values,
(s)

Pn =

Q
wn ,
kη

(s)

P0 =

Q
.
η

(5)

To understand the mechanisms of the direct delivery of signaling molecules, it is important to
consider the approach to the stationary-state behavior. It can be quantified by calculating a local
(s)

relaxation function Rn (t) ≡

Pn (t)−Pn

(s)

Pn (0)−Pn

. 14 This function can be viewed as a relative measure of how

close is the system to the stationary state at the given location. Our calculations produce

Rn (t) =

η e−kt − ke−η t
,
η −k

R0 (t) = e−η t .

(6)

The local relaxation function can be used for evaluating a local accumulation time (LAT), tn =
R∞
0

Rn (t)dt, 14 which is defined as a time when the stationary concentration at the given location
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can be achieved for the first time. It can be easily shown that

< tn >=

1 1
+ ,
k η

< t0 >=

1
.
η

(7)

Since there is no dependence on the target cell index n these calculations lead to an important
conclusion that the relaxation dynamics to the stationary behavior is identical at all target cells.
This is a surprising result, which also sharply contrasts with the position-dependent approach to the
stationary phase in the indirect diffusional delivery of morphogens. 14,16,19 This can be understood
using the following arguments. In the delivery of signaling molecules via cytonemes the behavior
at each target cell is independent of other cells. In this case, the relaxation dynamics is governed
by two processes: achieving the stationary state at the source cell (n = 0) and the degradation of
morphogens at the target cells (n ≥ 1), which is taking place with the same rate k. For the free
extracellular diffusion reaching by signaling molecules the specific locations for the first time is
the most critical step. 16 Obviously, these first arrival processes are position dependent since the
diffusional front moves sequentially from the source cell to the targets cells.
Analyzing the formation of biological signaling profiles, it is important to compare the robustness of direct and indirect delivery mechanisms. There are many ways to describe the robustness. 8
However, there is no agreed framework for analyzing robustness and thus many different ways
of evaluating this important property can be utilized. Here we use the normalized variance as a
quantitative measure of fluctuations and noise in the delivering of morphogen molecules to specific target cells. This approach explicitly evaluates the ability of the system to reach the specified
stationary-state concentrations at specific time intervals. From this point of view, it directly reflects
the stochasticity of the underlying reaction-diffusion processes in the formation of morphogen gradients. One expects that more robust systems show less fluctuations and noise. To perform such
calculations, we need the second moment of LAT, which can be also obtained from the local relax-
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ation function, 14,19 < tn2 >= −

R ∞ 2 dRn (t)
dt, which leads to
t
0

dt

< tn2 >=

2(η 2 + kη + k2 )
,
k2 η 2

< t02 >=

2
.
η2

(8)

The normalized variance is defined then as,
< tn2 > − < tn >2
σn =
< tn >2


1/2

,

(9)

σ0 = 1.

(10)

which yields for the direct delivery mechanism,

η 2 + k2
σn =
η 2 + 2kη + k2


1/2

,

From this expression we find that the normalized variance is always less or equal to one for any
√
target cell, and it reaches the minimum when η = k, giving σn = 1/ 2. The largest variance,

σn ≃ 1, is achieved when one of the relevant rates dominates, i.e., for η ≫ k or k ≫ η .
The normalized variances for the translocation of morphogens through cytonemes and via the
free extracellular diffusion are presented in Fig. 2. One can see that there is always less fluctuations and noise in the direct delivery mechanism, and the largest difference is achieved when
the degradation and the total transportation rates are comparable. This suggests that moving the
morphogens across cytonemes provides a more robust mechanism of delivery biological signals.
It can be explained by noticing that the passive diffusion mechanism is more stochastic because
molecules can fluctuate spatially between different cells. In the direct delivery mechanism such option does not exist. However, it should be mentioned here that this conclusion also depends on the
assumption of our model that cytoneme connections are stable during the formation of signaling
profiles.
Our theoretical analysis indicates the importance of the transportation rates in the direct delivery of morphogens. To understand the mechanisms of the transport through cytonemes, a more
microscopic description of wn is needed. There are no quantitative measurements of these rates, 6
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Figure 2: Normalized variance as a function of the distance from the source cell for direct and
indirect delivery mechanisms. Solid lines correspond to the SDD model with a diffusion rate
u. 16 Dashed lines correspond to the translocation of morphogens via cytonemes with the total
transportation rate η .
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but based on observations that the motion of motor proteins along the cytsokeleton might be involved, 26 we propose the following two limiting models. Our first hypothesis is that the rate of
moving along the cytoneme is given by a free-energy difference between finding the morphogen at
the cell n and at the source cell,
(0)
wn = wn exp



∆G(n)
−
kB T

(11)

where ∆G(n) is the energy required to displace the morphogen from the source to the target cell n,
(0)

and wn is a rate for a case when ∆G(n) = 0. Let us assume here that the length of the cytoneme that
connects the source and the cell is, Ln is proportional to n, i.e., Ln = An. Furthermore, we assume
that the motor proteins spend energy ε (in units of kB T ) by moving every signaling molecule a
distance l. The free energy difference can be written as
∆G(n) =

Anε kB T
nkB T
Ln ε kB T
=
=
,
l
l
a

(12)

 
(0)
where a = l/Aε . Then, the explicit expression for the transportation rate is given by wn = wn exp − na .
This leads to the following stationary density profile of signaling molecules
(s)

Pn =

h ni
Q (0)
wn exp − ,
kη
a

(13)

where the total transportation rate η is equal to

h
i
 1
(1+N)
i
h
N
exp − a − exp − a
n
(0)
(0)
 
.
η = ∑ wn exp − = wn
a
1 − exp − 1a
n=1

(14)

This model predicts the exponential decaying stationary-state density profile [see Eq. (13)], and
the decay length, specified by the parameter a, is larger for more efficient motor proteins that
spend less energy in driving the morphogens along the cytonemes. The exponential morphogen
gradients are also found for the indirect free diffusion delivery of the signaling molecules at large
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times. 5,6,16 However, in this case the decay length is determined by the ratio of diffusion and
degradation rates. 14,16 This underlies the importance of energy dissipation in the transportation of
signaling molecules through cytonemes.
In the direct delivery route, the morphogens are moved along effectively one-dimensional structures, 6,26 and this suggest that intermolecular interactions might strongly influence the translocation dynamics. For example, morphogens cannot pass each other due to exclusion interactions.
From this point of view, our first model describes the transportation of morphogens that do not
interact with each other inside of the cytonemes. In real systems, one expects that signaling
molecules might interact with each other during the translocation. This is the basis for our second
model of the transportation. Here we note that the motion of signaling molecules in each cytoneme can be viewed as 1D multi-particle biased transport. This can be well described by totally
asymmetric simple exclusion processes (TASEP), which were successfully employed for analyzing
many complex nonequilibrium phenomena in chemistry, physics and biology. 32 We assume that
each cytoneme can be viewed as a lattice segment with n sites: see Fig. 1. Signaling molecules are
hoping only in the direction of the target cell from one site to the next one. To each lattice site i
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) we assign an occupation number τi which is zero if the site is empty or τi = 1 if the site
is occupied. This means that only one molecule can be found at each site, and morphogens interact
with each other via hard-core exclusions. The particle at site i can jump forward to the site i + 1
with the rate 1, provided that this site is empty. The particle can enter the lattice with a rate α from
the left boundary if the first site is empty, and it can also leave the lattice segment (cytoneme) from
the last site with a rate β . The steady-state properties for the TASEP on finite lattice segments with
open boundaries have been calculated exactly. 31,32 The particle flux through the segment of length
n is given by, 31
J(α , β ; n) =

Sn−1 (1/β ) − Sn−1 (1/α )
,
Sn (1/β ) − Sn (1/α )

(15)

where an auxiliary function Sn (y) is defined as,
n−1

Sn (y) =

(n − i)(n + i − 1)! n−i+1
y
.
n!i!
i=0

∑
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(16)

It is also possible to evaluate explicitly the occupation of every lattice site in all segments. 31 One
should also discuss the units of the flux J(α , β ; n) in Eq. (15). Because the rates α and β are
expressed in (time)−1 , the function Sn (y) (with y = 1/α or y = 1/β ) has a dimension of (time)n+1
[see Eq. (16) and Ref. 31 ]. As a result, the units of the flux J(α , β ; n) are inverse time, as expected.
To connect TASEP with the transport through cytonemes with N target cells we can identify the
effective entrance rate as α = Q/N since Q is the total rate of production of signaling molecules in
the source cell and we assume that they are split equally between all cytonemes going to N target
cells. The exit rate can be associated with the degradation rate k that removes the particles from the
cytonemes, i.e., β = k. It is also reasonable to connect the transportation rate wn with the particle
flux through the cytoneme to the n-th target cell, wn = J( Q
N , k; n). At stationary-state conditions it
leads us to explicit expression for the density profile,
(s)
Pn



Q Sn−1 (1/k) − Sn−1 (N/Q)
Q Q
,
J( , k; n) =
=
kη N
kη
Sn (1/k) − Sn (N/Q)

(17)

where the total transportation rate is given by

η=

N

∑

n=1




Sn−1 (1/k) − Sn−1 (N/Q)
.
Sn (1/k) − Sn(N/Q)

(18)

The stationary-state density profiles obtained for the direct delivery mechanism for interacting
and non-interacting morphogens are presented in Fig. 3. One can see that for target cells that are
close to the source the behavior is similar in both cases, while for the cells located much further
away there is a saturation behavior due to exclusion interactions between morphogens. Because
the profiles are expected to be very non-uniform in order to efficiently transfer the information, this
suggests that the direct delivery of interacting morphogens might not be the most efficient mechanism of transporting the biological signals on very long distances if exclusion interactions are
important. However, it is important to mention that the presented model is rather oversimplified
and some important biological phenomena are be included here. The dynamics of the signaling
transport might strongly deviate from these predictions. For example, the presence of interme12

diate states during the transport of morphogens across the cytonemes might also add significant
fluctuations to the system, and this might influence our predictions about the robustness of the
system.
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Figure 3: Stationary density profiles for interacting and non-interacting morphogens in the direct
delivery mechanism. The parameters used for calculations are: k = 0.9, η = 5.6, N = 100 and
a = 2.45
In this work it was assumed that morphogens start to work only after reaching their stationarystate profiles. However, there are indications that in many systems the morphogenetic signals are
decoded already for the transient conditions before coming to the steady state. 34 Our analysis can
be extended for estimating the times to reach any concentrations of signaling molecules at the
target cells. It will be interesting to compare the pre-steady-state coding mechanisms for direct
and indirect delivery mechanisms.
To summarize, we developed a comprehensive theoretical framework for analyzing a new
mechanism of transferring biological signals that utilizes direct delivery of morphogens via the
cellular extensions cytonemes. Recent experimental studies indicate that this mechanism might be
13

important in the development of multi-cellular living systems. Our calculations predict that the
transport through cytonemes simultaneously transfers the biological information to all target embryo cells. The critical role in the direct delivery dynamics is played by the translocation rates along
the cytonemes and degradation rates. It is shown that the transportation via cytonemes is more robust than the free extracellular diffusion for delivering the biological information. However, it
requires energy dissipation for effective functioning. In addition, we found that intermolecular interactions between morphogens inside the cytonemes might limit the efficiency of this mechanism
to only target cells that are close to the source region. Although our theoretical analysis provides
a fully quantitative description of the direct delivery mechanisms of signaling molecules and it
explains its main characteristics, it should be noted that the presented method is still oversimplified with many important features not considered. For example, we assume that the cytonemes are
static structures, while the experimental studies clearly indicate that the cytonemes might extend
and retract dynamically. 30 It will be important to test the proposed theoretical ideas in experimental
studies as well as in more advanced theoretical investigations.
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